
System FSB 4 / 2 D
Sachtler System FSB 4 aluminium with FluidSachtler System FSB 4 aluminium with Fluid
Head, ENG 75/2 D Tripod , Ground SpreaderHead, ENG 75/2 D Tripod , Ground Spreader
& Bag& Bag

SKU: 0371

When you need quick set up and precise balancing while using a smaller
camera, the Sachtler FSB 4 Fluid Head doesn’t mean you have to
compromise on performance. Speedbalance technology gives you rapid
weight compensation for payloads of up to 4 kg, while the snap and go
side loading mechanism means mounting handheld cameras and DSLRs
can be done from the side of the tripod.

Being able to work quickly and efficiently also means being able to get the
perfect shots easily. Once you have balanced your camera, patented
Sachtler drag always gives you subtle and smooth movement. Three
horizontal and vertical grades of drag also help you work intuitively and
quickly, while always being sure your gear isn’t letting you down. The 75
mm head fitting has a large sliding range of 120 mm, helping to give the
flexibility to work in the way that gets you the best results.

Weighing in at just 2.2 kg, this Sachtler dual-extractable aluminum tripod is
perfect for ultra-light DV camcorders and DSLR cameras.

Dual-spiked feet add even more stability, no matter what surface you are
filming on. The legs can be collapsed when you need to move to a new
position, before being released to find the perfect balance when you need
them. Supporting a payload of up to 20 kg, the Sachtler ENG 75/2 D is easy
to transport and durable enough to never let you down.

Technical specificationsTechnical specifications



FeatureFeature MetricMetric ImperialImperial

RangeRange FSB FSB

Pan bar countPan bar count 1 1

PayloadPayload 0 to 4 kg 0 to 8.80 lb

Bow l siz eBow l siz e 75 mm 75 mm

S preader typeS preader type Ground spreader Ground spreader

MaterialMaterial Aluminium Aluminium

Transport lengthTransport length 840 mm 32.76 in

Tripod stagesTripod stages 2 2

H eight w ith spreaderH eight w ith spreader 0.51 to 1.64 m 1.67 to 5.38 ft

WeightWeight 5.10 kg 11.22 lb

Temperature rangeTemperature range -40 to 60 °C -40 to 140 °F

Tilt rangeTilt range 90° to -75° 90° to -75°

S liding rangeS liding range 120 mm 4.68 in

Interface CompatibilityInterface Compatibility Sideload Sideload

CounterbalanceCounterbalance 5 counterbalance steps + 0 5 counterbalance steps + 0

DragDrag 3 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag

3 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag

What's in the box?What's in the box?

Data sheetsData sheets
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